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2017 Marketing Study Abroad

**Jamison Moore:** “Getting to embark on this amazing opportunity to travel through 7 countries, 10 cities, and visit 15 international companies is the greatest experience anyone could have at this time in our lives. I have never grown more, experienced more, gained as many friends, and made as many memories in such a short time as I did on this trip. I wouldn't trade this experience for the world and I am so thankful for all of the people who helped make it happen for me. This trip is absolutely worth it and I would do it over a million times if I could. I have yet to be able to put it into words everything I did on this trip and how much I enjoyed it, and that is testament in itself as to how amazing this trip truly is. It left me speechless!”

**Allie Kralis:** “The Marketing Study Abroad trip is a once in a lifetime opportunity, and I'm humbled I had the chance to experience traveling Europe with fellow Aggies. I will never forget the friendships or memories I made on this trip and I would go on this trip again in a heartbeat! Not only do you have the opportunity to experience the best attractions in these countries, but you have the chance to grow professionally, which makes this trip unique. I've missed the busy days full of exploring, eating, and hanging out with new friends since the moment we left!”

**Nicole Goldsmith:** “This trip was absolutely the best decision I've made so far in college. I don't even know how to begin to describe how many ways this trip has positively impacted my life. I made 79+ amazing new friends, saw the most beautiful places I thought I would never have a chance to see, and I made a million memories in just the short 28 days that we were there. I learned the culture and history from 7 different countries and had my eyes opened to what it's like in other parts of the world. This trip was a once in a lifetime experience, and I am so blessed to have been able to be a part of something so amazing.”

**Kassidy Post:** “This trip offers so many wonderful once in a life time opportunities. The cultural and business experiences are amazing, and I learned so much while still having a blast! The friendships, memories, and knowledge I gained are invaluable, and all 28 days were truly incredible. I am so thankful for this program and the amazing month-long adventure!”

**Alexandra Savage:** “This trip was the best way to spend part of my summer! Being able to learn about new cultures and businesses, while surrounded by 79 new friends was such an unforgettable experience. If I could go on this trip all over again I would, it was worth every penny! This has been one of my favorite experiences during my time at Texas A&M, and I would strongly recommend the marketing program to anyone wanting to study abroad!”
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Lindsey Ligon: “This study abroad allowed us to see so much of the world, and for that I am forever grateful. Each day was a brand new experience full of memories that will last a lifetime. Strangers turned into family as we traveled throughout Europe with each other, and it is something that I will never forget!”

Shelby Shanks: “This trip was truly a trip of a lifetime. I met so many amazing people that I will be friends with for the rest of my life and I got to see things most people only dream of seeing! I made so many unforgettable memories that I will cherish forever. I already want to go back!”

Amy Ammouri: “Reminiscing on this study abroad trip brings back the best memories. Talking and sharing my experiences with others simply does not do the trip justice. I can’t seem to put into words how much I learned and grew throughout my time in Europe. The 28-day trip was filled with culture, exploring, and adventuring alongside 80 of the best Aggies. I didn’t realize how much I was learning and experiencing until I took a step back while in Europe and thought about how much I had seen. This trip was a once-in-a-lifetime adventure that I will be forever grateful I went on. The memories and friends I made will always hold a special place in my heart.”

Chandler Durow: “28 days, in 8 countries, with 79 new friends, was one of the biggest blessings in my life! I am thankful for the learning opportunities, new perspectives, friendships, personal growth, and memories my time on the Marketing Study Abroad has given me. The study abroad experience is something I would recommend all students try to take part in.”

McKenzie Brunnemann: “The best month of my life by far. This trip is something I will cherish forever. I was blessed to travel to 7 different countries with all 80 of my new best friends and amazing leaders. Being able to submerge yourself in different cultures and explore everything there is to offer is something you don’t ever forget. Thank you to everyone who played a part in making this study abroad trip possible.”
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**Collin Luna:** “This trip was one of the most incredible experiences I have ever had. On this trip, we visited with representatives from 16 different international businesses and explored seven different countries with their own unique cultures. Not a day went by without the chance to do something unforgettable. Some of the highlights, were touring the grounds of Versailles, trying out extreme sports in Austria, and enjoying a dinner at the world famous Hofbrahaus in Munich. I will admit that I was nervous at first about traveling across Europe with 79 strangers, but by the end of the trip I had 79 new amazing friends. I highly recommend this program to any other Aggie wishing to study abroad. It is truly a once in a lifetime opportunity.”

**Cady Boaz:** “No other study abroad can even compare to this trip. The early mornings and coach rides were so worth cramming seven countries into one month and waking up in a new city every few days. I am forever grateful to Texas A&M for giving me the opportunity to see so many different parts of the world.”

**Kara Gertson:** “Ever since returning from Europe I find myself talking about it in every conversation I have. This trip was truly the best part of my time here at A&M so far. On this trip, I not only got to see and experience different cultures, but I also had the chance to make some amazing friends. I have so many great memories with people I'll never forget. The best part about the journey is that just because the time abroad stops, doesn't mean the fun stops. Even when back in College Stations, the relationships continue to grow and the memories continue to be made.”

**Catherine Haley:** “Being in unfamiliar places with people I hardly knew was a bit of a frightening thought at first. What I didn't know was, at the end of 28 days, I would get to know each person individually and bond with those I might not ever had the opportunity to meet otherwise. I saw, experienced, and breathed in each unique culture. I wanted to take in everything so I would remember all of the details of the best trip of my life to date. I am so grateful for the opportunity to go abroad to some of the most beautiful places on earth with some of the most wonderful people on earth.”
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Savannah Gibson: “Going from never traveling beyond Mexico to all the way across the Atlantic was mind-boggling. I thought I could prepare myself for every situation, but I think the best part of the trip was the spontaneity of it all. Showing up in a city where no one speaks the language, getting a quick run-down on the train system, then being told to “figure it out” was where some of my most fun memories happened. I have at least one funny story with every person on this trip. Plus, as an avid foodie, I’ve never eaten so much fantastic food in my life. Every single meal there was better than a “nice” meal in Texas. Getting to know Dr. Mac was an absolute privilege and I would do this whole trip all over again just to hang out with him.”

Kristin Bird: “This trip left me absolutely speechless. I learned far more about international business, different cultures, and history than I originally expected to. You get to explore some of the most beautiful countries in the world, and you get to do it alongside your 79 new friends! This study abroad trip was the experience of a lifetime - I would go again in a heartbeat!”

Breagan Adams: “Getting the oppurtunity to explore and experience different landmarks and cultures among 7 different countries in Europe was such a special and unforgetable experience. I will never forget my time in Europe, and I especially will never forget all the friends I made. The 80 of us truly became a family while abroad, and I know that any of them would have my back no matter what even now that we’re home. The things I saw/did and the people I met made the trip worth every single penny, I wouldn't trade this experience for anything!”

MacKenzie Pask: “Europe was an incredible experience for me. How many people are able to say that they traveled to seven different countries in one month? I loved getting to see the different cultures and the famous sights in every country. I formed incredible friendships with many of the students on the trip, and I loved getting to know Dr. Mac. It was an unforgettable adventure, and I’m thankful that I had the opportunity to attend the trip!”
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Madeleine Thompson: "This trip was truly a once in a lifetime experience. Not only was I able to learn more about myself and the world, but I had the chance to make amazing friends within our group of Aggies. Putting this experience into words would be very difficult, because it's something that you have to be there for in order to understand. I definitely would recommend studying abroad to anyone who has the opportunity to. It truly changes your opinion about the world around you and your future! I will forever remember the memories made on this trip, and I will cherish them always. To say that I am blessed to have gone on this trip would be an understatement!"

Allie Clark: "The experience of seeing so much with such a diverse group of people is unique and is really a once in a lifetime opportunity. We were all blessed to meet new people, experience new things, and create so many memories. I think we can all agree we would go back in a heartbeat and do it all over again."

Regan Elliott: "I actually wasn't planning on studying abroad during my college years. It was a rash decision, but one of the best decisions I've made. I never expected to meet so many incredible people and make so many memories. I had been to Europe before, but not all the countries we visited. It was interesting to navigate the subway systems in different countries and bond with others during our learning experiences. My favorite part of the trip was not a specific event, but spending so much time with quality people every day."

Lillian Kelley: "Study abroad this summer allowed me to experience the world while also growing as a person, student, and business woman. It was quite possibly the best month of my life! The other 80 students on the trip became some of my closest friends. If I could do it all over again I would without hesitation!"
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Reece Blackwell: “Going on the trip, I did not know a single person. When I came home, I felt as if I had 79 new friends. Exploring 8 different countries, in 28 days, is an experience that brings you close to one another. Europe cannot compare to any other trip I have been on. It was an unforgettable experience. What made this trip amazing is the people I got to spend it with. I'm so glad we all still stay in touch and hang out, now that we are back in the States.”

Kennedy Mickley: “This trip was amazing! My 28 days abroad are days that I will cherish forever. We visited some of the most beautiful places on Earth. I gained 79 new friends who I made lifetime memories with. Having the opportunity to partake in such a perfectly planned study abroad was a great blessing! I learned so much about marketing in Europe, and I am excited to incorporate all my new knowledge into the business world.”

Grace Cohen: “The Mays Marketing Study Abroad changed my life forever in the best way possible. Getting to experience so many different cultures is one of the best learning experiences possible and truly helped me grow not only as a student but as a person as well. I will forever cherish both the memories I made and the people I met on this trip.”

Nikita Agarwal: “From exploring 7 different countries to growing an unforgettable bond with 80 other students, this trip has made a lasting impact on me that I will forever cherish. This was my first time visiting Europe and I can truly say that I have never experienced any trip like this before. Through discovering different cultures and learning about successful international businesses I felt that I gained the most from this trip in a both fun and educational way. I made lifetime memories with some of the best Aggies at Texas A&M and I would hop on a plane and do it all over again in a heartbeat!”
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Tara DiPasquale: “Seven countries, twelve cities, eighty new friendships, one irreplaceable professor and countless adventures. Whether I was paragliding in Austria or sledding down the slopes of Mount Titlus, every adventure constantly blew away my expectations. Through every culture, bike tour, river cruise and company visit, each student is guaranteed to experience the trip of a lifetime. Do not put a price tag on a trip like this; it is priceless.”

John Culpepper: This study abroad provided me with more friendships, experiences and stories than I could have ever imagined. Discovering 8 different country’s cultures with 79 other people is something that you only have the opportunity to experience once in your lifetime. In this one month alone you will create amazing relationships with everyone because you are experiencing such incredible things with one another. There is no price you can put on lifelong friends and memories.

Kelli Muhl: “Studying abroad in Europe was the most amazing experience I could’ve ever imagined. Having the opportunity to visit 7 different countries over the span of 28 days is such a unique and memorable experience. I met some of my best friends on this trip and I’ll never forget the time we spent exploring the different cultures of each country together. This trip brought so many once in a lifetime opportunities and I would go on it again in a heartbeat. I loved everything about those 28 days and I’m forever thankful for the trip of a lifetime with the best people I know.”

Alexis Appelquist: “The European Marketing Study Abroad trip was hands down the most incredible month of my life. Having the opportunity to experience the culture, from food and language to history and architecture, of so many different countries has created memories I will carry with me for a lifetime. My appreciation for the beauty of the world we live in and the diversity of the people who also inhabit it has deepened immensely and in ways unimaginable in a classroom. This adventure, along with its amazing professors and my 79 new friends, has awakened my desire to expand my horizons and challenged me to continue to seek a life made unconventional and extraordinary through travel.”

Hannah Buettner: “Not only did I gain new friends and fun experiences, but I also learned something worthwhile. Gaining a deeper appreciation of other cultures and being able to understand business on the scale of the global economy is truly enlightening. There is no other way I would have rather spent 30 days after finals.”
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Daniel Nava: “Traveling Europe has been a dream come true. The landscapes, the people, and the cultures have impacted my perspective on life. During the Study Abroad trip, I developed friendships and memories that will last a lifetime. Thanks to the professors, my fellow Aggies, and everyone that made this trip possible, I have gained a new set of eyes. This trip is undoubtedly the best investment I have ever made.”

Meagan Kelly: “I don’t think I could even begin to explain the amazing adventure I was lucky enough to go on to Europe. By experiencing different cultures, languages, foods, people, and even meeting different Aggies around the world and on the trip, it has made me more grateful to go to this university and has me wanting to learn more about the world. I didn’t know a ton of people going on, but I quickly made 80 new friends that turned into life long travel buddies. I didn’t realize that this trip would forever change me and I know how have a deep passion to learn more about the world. This will forever be cherished in my memory as the best month of my life, not only because it was a blast, but because I was able to learn more about me and the world I live in.”

Kelly Haney: “All it took was 28 days for me to fall in love with a new part of the world. On this journey, I met some of the most incredible people & saw some of the most amazing places. This trip was such a blessing to me & I am forever grateful for this experience. It was one for the books!”

Mason Ray: “There are absolutely no words that can accurately describe this trip. I had a general idea what to expect from previous family members going on the this study abroad before, but the experience I had was far more than anything I could have imagined. I had only known 4 other people going on the trip, but that was until I was able to meet the most incredible 76 others. This trip allowed for me to branch out and meet other students from different backgrounds of A&M. I have never grown more as an individual than I did during this trip. Being able to venture out and tour 16 companies throughout 8 different countries was amazing. I am still in awe and extremely blessed to have been able to attend this trip. It is the best 28 days you will ever have in your life!”

Anna Jorgenson: “Applying for this program was the best decision I have made in college. I can say with confidence that the 28 days I spent abroad were the best days of my life. I was able to see the world with the best group of individuals and professors while gaining so much knowledge. It was incredible to see and experience all the different cultures. I also gained so many new lifelong friends and made memories with them that I will cherish forever. This trip is a once in a life time chance and I encourage everyone to apply. I wish I could go back and re-live every moment of the trip.”
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Emily Wehring: “I feel so incredibly blessed to say that I was able to study abroad with Texas A&M. The experience is truly one of a kind and unlike anything I could have ever dreamed. Getting to experience so many different cultures across 7 different countries was an amazing opportunity that I may not have been able to experience without this study abroad. I made 79 new friends on this trip and formed great relationships with each and every one of them. This experience was truly one that I will remember for the rest of my life.”

Katherine Garrett: “I am so thankful I had the opportunity to travel through Europe with 79 fellow Aggies. This experience was definitely a highlight of my college career. I will always treasure the memories and friendships that I made on this trip.”

Sharissa Stratton: “The Marketing Study Abroad truly is a trip of a lifetime. I will cherish the memories I have made with the outstanding 79 fellow Aggies who joined me. The 28 days we spent traveling across Europe were packed full of experiences that taught me so much about the world and myself. I feel blessed to have been able to experience so many beautiful cultures. I learned so much from the professional visits that I will be able to apply to future course work and later use in my career. I will never forget the memories that were created and the friendships that were made”

Katherine Van Horn: “The marketing study abroad was the trip of a lifetime! Never have I had so much fun or learned so much in such a short period of time. I loved meeting new friends and experiencing so many cultures!”

Marissa Contreras: “There are not enough words to describe the amazing opportunity that my parents and the Texas A&M marketing department gave me during my time on study abroad. Traveling with my fellow Aggies allowed us to explore new places, form new friendships, and immerse ourselves in cultures unlike our own. Between the countless businesses we toured and the impressive representatives from each company, the trip gave me a great insight into business culture in other areas around the world. I would not change a moment of my study abroad experience!”
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**Alexandra Trevino:** “Attending this trip as a non-business major, I was nervous and reluctant to be a part of a group that already had so much in common with each other. However, the professors and the students couldn’t have possibly been more welcoming to me and the rest of my classmates. I have so many poignant and incredible memories from this study abroad, and I truly learned more than a textbook or a classroom lecture could have ever taught me. The experiences that I had made me fall in love with the world around me and opened my eyes, mind, and heart to new cultures and opportunities. Fair warning though, this trip will indeed infect you with a travel bug!”

**Elissa Irvin:** “To say that this trip was a blessing is such an understatement. In a mere 28 days I walked 370,000 steps, saw 8 new countries, and turned 80 strangers into friends. The cultural immersion is unlike anything I have encountered before. Though you may not be in a classroom, each and every day you learn through real life experiences. I will truly cherish the memories I made along the way for the rest of my life. I can’t imagine any other trip living up to this one.”

**Kenny Dao:** “I never thought I would ever go study abroad and I never really thought about it until one day I walked by the booth. I filled out the interest form and applied for it the next day. What I got was more than I could have ever expected. I got to eat all the spaghetti bolognese and gelato I could have ever asked for. I experienced seven different countries and learned so much about their cultures. I gained 79 new friends that I am still developing strong relationships with. Four professors who have helped guide me through this experience. Lastly, I came out a better person out of it, I felt like I grew so much out of this trip and I will be talking about this trip for years to come.”

**Makenna Callen:** “This study abroad trip was truly a trip of a life time. I got to explore incredible countries, and go on many company visits that wouldn’t have been possible without this program. From the bike tours, company visits, and my 79 friends on this trip, it was the best month of my life. I will remember this trip forever, all from the experiences this program gave me.”

**Katherine Kaitson:** “Traveling with your family is one thing, but studying abroad is completely different. I had been to Europe before so I thought I knew what to expect. I was wrong. Nothing could compare to the 28 days on the Mays Marketing Europe Study Abroad. I made 80 amazing new friends and memories that I will remember for the rest of my life. I have also grown so much as a person from studying abroad. Traveling all across Europe showed me a variety of cultures, numerous adventures, international businesses, delicious food and breathtaking sights. If you have the chance to study abroad, take it! I can easily say this was one of the best experiences of my life. I will forever be grateful for this opportunity!”
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Delaney Red: “28 days adventuring 8 different countries with 79 other students, is an experience I will never forget. So far... this trip has been the best month of my life. I got to embrace so many different cultures, see so many famous landmarks, adventure to places I have never been, and learn so much about others and even myself. The program was so well organized and led by the best. I could not be more thankful for this study abroad, Texas A&M and my parents for giving me the trip of a lifetime.”

Rebecca Griffith: “I had never been abroad to Europe before and it has always been a dream of mine. Leave it to Mays Business School for offering the best programs and opportunities to fulfill dreams. My knowledge of culture, city systems, companies, and much more grew beyond belief. These 30 days were all I could think of since accepted into the program, but now it has come and gone, yet the memories will stay forever. I couldn’t have imagined 80 people becoming so tight-knit, but it happened. I was sad to leave, but I knew we would be reunited at dear ol’ Aggieland sooner then I could know.”

Morgan Nester: “The Marketing Study Abroad Trip truly is the trip of a lifetime. From the 8 different cultures to the 79 new friends, I made countless memories, laughed countless times, and learned countless lessons.”

Stacey Harvel: “Going on this study abroad changed my life. I was challenged daily to change my perspective and to embrace the different cultures I was in. I fell in love with 8 different countries and made 79 new friends. I wish cherish the memories I made on this trip for the rest of my life. The world was opened up to me through this study abroad.”
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Megan Bowling: “The Marketing Study Abroad Trip is an experience I will never stop talking about for the rest of my life! From paragliding through the mountains of Innsbruck to riding on a gondola in Venice to having a summer snowball fight in Switzerland, I will forever cherish the memories I made during these 28 days. In addition to experiencing the culture of each country, we had the opportunity to learn from many different companies about international business. We test-scented perfumes at Parfumerie Fragonard in France, ate a burger at the first Hard Rock Cafe in London, spotted gorgeous crystals at Swarovski in Austria, toured a BMW production plant in Munich, and so much more. Traveling the world with a group of 79 strangers who turned into best friends was one of the most remarkable aspects of this study abroad program. I am so thankful for all of the friendships I made, all of the things I learned, and all of the stories I get to tell of my incredible European adventure!”

Talesse Fry: “Traveling all around Europe and spending time with 79 other Aggies truly made this an unforgettable experience. I cannot express everything that I have learned from this trip, as there was so much, but know that I will cherish these memories forever.”

Jennifer Botteron: “This study abroad was truly a life changing experience. I am still amazed that we were able to experience so many cultures and countries in only 28 days. We were able to immerse ourselves into each country and really create lasting memories and friendships. The professors on this trip deserve all the credit for continually going out of their way to make sure every student gained knowledge from the professional visits and made lasting memories during free time. Going on this trip has been a highlight of not only my summer, but my life, and I would recommend it to anyone looking to study abroad at A&M!”

Mackenzie Mardis: “My time abroad is something I will never forget. We were given the opportunity to explore Europe and the different cultures it contains, sharing this adventure with 79 of the most amazing Aggies. The memories and the friendships made on this trip are something I will cherish forever. This was truly a trip of a lifetime and was, hands down, the best month of my life.”
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Isaiah Fripp: “if you are unsure if this trip is for you, just go for it. This is truly the trip of a lifetime. By being a part of this study abroad you get exclusive access places and companies that would otherwise be unavailable for the common traveler. On top of that, you are immersed in several new cultures which gives you such a deeper understanding of the world around you. Not to mention, you make 79 amazing new friends along the way. To sum it up, this trip is the perfect mix of education and adventure and the memories I made on this trip will live with me forever.”

Grant Lowry: “The Europe Marketing Study Abroad was an adventure of a lifetime! I can’t begin to describe how much fun it was to travel in a group of 80 Aggies. I am fully convinced that Dr. Mac, Mrs. Burton, and Mrs. Seipp make up the best group of chaperones of any of the study abroad programs. I got to see, do, and learn so many things. I am so glad I decided to take part in this program and would do it again in a heartbeat!”

John Livingston: “The Mays Marketing Europe Study Abroad left me with the most amazing experiences and memories for a lifetime. Getting to travel through 7 countries, including visits to over 10 cities, provided immense cultural experience and understanding that could only have been learned firsthand. Along the way, we got to visit over 15 successful companies and a number of the top attractions in Europe. In just 28 days, it is unbelievable how much I learned about business, people, and the world. This trip has easily been one of the best decisions I have ever made and worth every penny. I am extremely thankful for the opportunity to attend this trip, the amazing staff that made it possible, and the 79+ lasting friendships I made along the way.”

Brooke Wolters: “Having the opportunity to explore Europe with a group of Aggies is something that I will cherish for the rest of my life. Little did I know, I would be gaining 80 new friends and sharing once in a lifetime experiences with each of them. Dr. Mac was an exceptional leader and made us all feel connected throughout the whole trip. We are so lucky to be going to the best university in the world and getting to share 30 days abroad with exceptional students and faculty was something you can’t put a price tag on. I will look back on this study abroad proud of everything I accomplished and experienced.”

Zachary Damuth: “The Marketing Study Abroad was a trip of a lifetime. Experiencing the different cultures and history of foreign countries has left me inspired; my personal goals have been broadened and my curiosity has been inflamed. The program does an amazing job of seamlessly blending education into the cultural experience, while still maintaining an entertaining atmosphere. The knowledge gained between the company visits and the historical tours is almost overwhelming, but worth every scratch of the pen. The opportunities granted by this trip are simply unrivaled and I will always be grateful for this life changing experience.”
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Quinn McLean: “What an adventure! Going on the Marketing Study Abroad was an incredible month that I will cherish for the rest of my life. I was excited to see Europe for the first time before we even departed and this trip was so much better than I could have ever imagined. Going with a truly special group of students and professors was the highlight of the trip for me, I made 79 new friends! Having never left North America before, I was in awe seeing more of the rest of the world. There is something special about each country we visited and would recommend this study abroad to all!”

Katie Survance: “My time spent on the study abroad trip is full of new, unforgettable memories. It was an experience of a lifetime that I’ll forever cherish far past graduation. The time spent in these amazing countries taught me so much more than I could’ve ever learned in any class. If I could do it all over again, I’d sign up in a heartbeat!”

Kaylee Geiser: “The 30 days I spent getting lost in European culture will forever hold a spot in my heart. I had the best of time with the best of company—if I could go back tomorrow, I would! Relationships that are built on exploring the world together are relationships that last a lifetime. I can confidently say that I am forever changed for the better from this trip.”

Caitlyn Novy: “Studying abroad for a month in Europe was something that I will never forget. Having the chance to visit so many different countries and experiencing different cultures was amazing. I gained so many new friendships and memories that I will cherish forever. I am so glad I decided to go on this study abroad when I did—it was the trip of a lifetime. One of my favorite parts was getting to try different foods from all the countries we visited. I probably had gelato at least once a day, but it was totally worth it. If I could do this study abroad all over again, I would in a heartbeat! Lastly, I want to thank everyone who made this experience possible, it was great.”

Luis Barrera: “The Marketing Study Abroad trip was an amazing experience. Being able to enjoy and learn about the culture, history and way of life of seven different countries was a trip of a lifetime. I had the opportunity to meet over 80 fellow Aggies along this journey that will never be forgettable. I will highly encourage this trip to others down the road.”
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**Olivia Krog:** “Traveling to Europe on the Marketing Study Abroad was beyond words. Whether you have never left the country or are an avid globetrotter, the people who go on this trip and the moments least expected are what make it truly unique. For those who want to compare gelato flavors in Italy and Switzerland, to bike through the rain with seventy-nine new friends, to meet political leaders who have helped shape modern Western civilization, to walk through the halls of history (like Westminster Abbey or the Palace at Versailles), or to paraglide over the Alps in Austria, this is the experience of a lifetime. Every day was packed with opportunities to learn and options to explore. I haven't stopped telling people about the memories we made on this trip, and I don't think I ever will.”

**Mark Seamans:** “This was hands down the best experience of my life. Being able to experience the 7 different cultures has without a doubt made me a more cultured and rounded individual. It has been the best vacation of my life, and I feel like I more fully understand marketing strategies on a global scale.”

**Niyonsaba Magnifique:** “I have always dreamed of studying abroad in Europe. Going on this study abroad was definitely a dream come true. My experience in Europe was more than I expected. I experienced new cultures, visited successful international companies and gained 79 lifelong friends. This trip taught to continue to dream big and pursue my dreams. I will always be grateful for the wonderful experiences.”

**Leslie Brown:** “The adventures you experience abroad, in a new environment, are reason enough to expand your studies overseas. I traveled through 7 countries in Europe, went canyoning, paragliding, and mountain biking. I will always cherish the friends I made and the experiences we shared together. Studying abroad was an experience that I've always looked forward to and can now always look back on with no regrets and only fond memories! I will definitely be back to Europe!”

**Morgan Elliott:** “This trip was by far the best experience of my life. I got to see and explore so many places I've dreamed of going my whole life. Seeing 7 countries in 28 days taught me so much and I loved getting to dive into so many different cultures. This trip has changed me as a person and I will forever be grateful for the experiences I had on it. The 79 new friendships and the memories I gained on this trip will be cherished forever. This trip is a once in a lifetime opportunity and going on it was the best decision I've ever made.”